1807, in which the content of the Theorie de la Chaleur was, as he says (cf. Discours Preliminaire, final sections), largely covered, remained at the Institute fourteen years before it was published, in a revised form communicated in 1811, under the care, as it happened, of its author who had become Perpetual Secretary. A. large part of the merit of Fourier was in his unwavering insistence for years on the utility and practical advantage of his procedure. Traces of the controversy that surrounded the subject are embedded in the later sections -somewhat miscellaneous, like memoranda (pensaes) hastily thrown together-in his treatise: and M. Gaston Darboux, in the national edition of 1890, has drawn attention to the fact that Fourier's considerations as to the sufficiency of the expansions at all parts of the range of the graph, however complex the data may be locally, did really go to the root of the matter, though they needed to be systematized, and restricted, into a connected argument by Dirichlet (1827) in order to form a basis for the modern, logically compacted, theory.
In its modern condensed and concise form, nothing could be mo^e cogent and interesting than this argument, as a sheer compulsion of the intellect: perhaps hardly anything could be further removed from an understanding of the physical significance of the terms of the Fourier expansions with which it deals. It affords a striking illustration of the principle that analytical identity consists in its ultimate essence simply of rearrangement of the elements of the expressions under comparison: when the formal collocations correspond to the groupings that present themselves in the physical analysis of nature, a branch of Mathematical Physics emerges.
The broad mind of Fourier delighted in general surveys, in preference to minute analysis: the eloquent digressions of the Theorie de la Chaleur were probably a greater stimulus and source of inspiration, in their wide sweep, to the masters of Mathematical Physics of the succeeding generations than a more guarded and rigorous analytical exposition of the method could ever have become.
Limitations to Fourier Analysis.-This problem as to the possibility of mathematical representation of an irregular graph, and its limitations where possible, is now far more important for physical science than even Fourier anticipated.
Observations, ^meteorological, statistical, experimental, have been accumulating in vast collections for decades, even for centuries. The problem is insistent, and must have been much in mind with those responsible :-What is to be done with them ? Can anything substantial be made of them towards the progress of scientific principles, which alone count for progress ? To what extent are they worth continuing ? Does a century's record of the barometer, after the known diurnal and other periodic parts, of astronomical precision of period, have been determined from it and discussed apart, mean anything positive at all, within the range of our powers of analysis, more than a mere congeries of atmospheric instabilities ? These and other statistical problems have been too much neglected, to their own practical detriment, by mathematicians. They may present themselves in an inconvenient manner, hampering the freedom in which the analyst is accustomed to roam ; but they are of the essence of the pure science, and do not by any means belong to the rough fringe of technical applications.
The question of the utility of meteorological statistics becomes more emphatic, on account of remarkable success in problems at first sight cognate, achieved concurrently with, even prior to, the activity of Fourier. The theory of gravitation, in Newton's hands, had completely solved the mystery of the tides of the ocean. The practical mathematical problem presented by them, viz., the working out of the subject on dynamical foundations, so as to connect the complex mass of available tidal observations with their thoroughly known main cause, was undertaken in detail with great mastery by Laplace. The hydrodynamical theory of the tides is founded on his work, and has gone on improving on the same lines ever since. Here, as elsewhere, only ideally simplified problems are amenable to complete dynamical treatment: so that the results lie rather in the form of general indications and master principles acquired, than of actual problems resolved. But a different line of procedure was concurrently opened up, which has led, in the hands notably of Lord Kelvin and his colleague Sir George Darwin, to full and most remarkable practical control of the problem. In dynamics, as also in wider fields, periodic causes produce effects possessing the same periods. Now the gravitational attractions of the heavenly bodies, which originate the tides, are all made up of components having periodicities of astronomical permanence and precision. The periods are not commensurate ; but each of them is resolvable into a fundamental period of simple undulation and its own harmonics. This array of discrete periods ought to stand revealed in unending trains of simple undulations, in the analysis of the tidal graph of each port where a record is maintained. A method of extracting them from the graph, by determining their amplitudes and phases with sufficient accuracy, is all that is required; and their schedule will then express concisely the tidal characteristics of that port for all time. An actual tidal record, predicted for the future and verified for the past, can be rapidly run off from them by aid of an appropriate and sufficiently accurate mechanical curve-tracer.
But naturally, these permanent periodic components of tide, thus brought out, are not the whole of the fluctuations of level at our port. There is a residue, non-periodic in character unless some periodic influence has been overlooked, due mainly to meteorological causes, wind and rain, thus connected with irregular sporadic instabilities in the atmospheric system, that have no element of recurrence, other than transient, involved in them. The contrast here brought into view between true sustained periodicities in a prolonged graph, and a residue, aperiodic and erratic, or containing only transient and imperfect periodic elements such as seiches (cf. infra), is fundamental.
We have here recalled the essential distinction between graphs which are strictly periodic and those which are not so restricted. The former are decomposable throughout their whole extent, however long, into trains of simple undulations, with their discrete system of frequencies, multiples of a fundamental. Such types may be superposed to form a compound graph with no apparent periodicity at all, but yet expressible for all its length as a discrete system of periodic simple trains. The wave trains of higher frequency in the series are required, to include the more abrupt irregularities and fluctuations that may occur along the periodic range of the graph: they tail off to insignificance only when fluctuations, abrupt or of very short range, which would introduce periods of corresponding shortness, are not prominent or not important; in fact a limited series of the components represents the graph with fluctuations, of very short range smoothed out. This for practical purposes expresses the now well-known analytical restriction to the validity of the representation of a periodic function by a Fourier series, viz., that the number of its fluctuations within the period must be limited.
The general type of graph, not thus restricted to periodicity, requires for its expression a continuous range of frequencies instead of a discrete group: and it is not even expressible in this manner unless it involves only a limited number of fluctuations along the entire graph. The usual case is that of a graph representing a disturbance confined to a finite range along its axis, perhaps tailing away in both directions : when it is reduced to a limited number of fluctuations by smoothing out very minute features, it becomes thus expressible.
Formally, a single Fourier integral can represent two local groups of disturbance, separated along their common axis by any interval, however great: for the sum of two Fourier integrals is expressible as another such integral. But this transformation holds only under a complication which destroys at some stage its practical utility. For example, consider the sum
which represents two identical groups separated by distance a. It is equal to j F{m) co&{mx-\-A)dm,
Thus in the resultant Fourier integral both amplitude and phase become more rapidly fluctuating over given range of period (27r/m) as a increases : illustrating the manner in which the representation fails, except for a limited total range of graph. Subject to such limitation, the portion of a Fourier integral that is calculated from a given reach of any graph belongs in detail to that reach, and makes no contribution to the expression of the parts beyond it. The Fourier integral is, we may say, adopting a concept of fundamental importance as regards fields of energy in Mathematical Physics, a localized representation, not merely as regards the function or graph as a whole, but also in respect of each differential group of periods which it contains : this aperqu seems to be the germ of wide corollaries in the dialectic of function theory. The integral is the limit of the Fourier series when the fundamental period of the latter is extended indefinitely, but only when the periodic function is not of sensible value except in the middle parts of the period, remote from the ends : a Fourier series is, so to speak, localised periodically, and the next range where it rises to importance must be far enough away not to produce practical disturbance, if we are to neglect that part and so pass from the series to the integral. In the theory of the tides we deal with unending pure wave-trains : so it is also in the theory of sound, especially for maintained sources such as organ pipes. Mechanical graphs of sound-waves are the ideal illustration of periodic undulations. In the theory of radiation, on the other hand, we have never to do with a single source, but always with a vast congeries of atoms, each radiating temporarily and independently. The resulting stream of radiation may be made up of discrete frequencies forming nearly simple long-sustained trains of waves, as, for example, that emitted by a gas glowing with its line-spectrum, and so be periodic in an imperfect sense: or its optical analysis may show a continuous range of frequencies as in natural light. In the latter case, the radiation is not expressible, mathematically, in terms of simple unending trains of waves : still less so, practically, if it is analysed with small resolving power ; not so even if the resolving power applied were infinite, unless the train of tumultuous radiation that is analysed is of limited length or duration.
A true permanent periodicity may be held to be foreign to the Fourier integral mode of representation, for it would be indicated by an ordinate of the periodogram or curve of amplitudes becoming infinite. At first sight one might be tempted even to say that the function of this analysis is to reduce the residue of a graph, given by observation or experiment, to a mathematical form amenable to analytical operations, after its truly periodic constituents have been removed by some other process.
But there is more than this : the example of a train of radiation has shown that problems presented by sporadic repetition of transient periodic elements may be as important as those involving pure periods. One may illustrate by the movement of a strongly damped light pendulum suspended amid the eddies of a draft of air : or again by the transient seiches that, are excited in a partially confined bay, such as the Gulf of Lyons wher& they were shown in the Marseilles tide-gauges, by the irregular disturbance that reaches it from the open sea. Incipient oscillatory motions of such dynamical type might conceivably form part of the general disturbance of the atmosphere with which meteorology deals. If a range long enough tobe a fair sample is analysed by the Fourier process, such transient periods, repeating sporadically, will show themselves on the periodogram of amplitude or of energy (cf. p. 23, infra) . If the analyses of two adjacent ranges, give different results, we must conclude either that the ranges are too short to be fair samples, or else that the indications of periods which they separately show are only accidental.
Practical problems such as those just indicated were prominent in the work of the British Meteorological Council about thirty years ago, under the inspiration mainly/of Sir George Stokes and Lord Kelvin. Preparations were then made for the mechanical harmonic analysis of long graphs of atmospheric pressure and temperature: but difficulties in running theKelvin integrating machine seemed to have stopped the-project.* More recently the basic principles of the subject have been much illuminated, incidentally, by the writings of Lord Rayleigh. Prof. Schuster has greatly stimulated its practical side by clearing the ground for an organized attack, on the lines of the optical resolution of radiation ; and he has carried the calculations through for the available statistics of sunspots and other cosmical phenomena, with remarkable and instructive results, some of which will come under notice. The different and much more simple problem, already referred to, of the separation from a mass of statistics of a definite permanent periodic component whose period is known, is illusCf. various notes in Stokes'sMart. and Phys. Papers, Vol. v. trated classically by the isolation, and separate discussion as regards origin, .of the diurnal oscillation in the data of terrestrial magnetism.* The principles underlying all such discussions, and denning the degree .,of their validity, are essentially a subject for mathematical development. The writings of Laplace and Gauss on the cognate subject of the distribution of errors and irregularities must ever remain classical, though now they may be not much studied in detail: and modern extensions, by Karl Pearson and other investigators, for application to rougher material, might be more widely known, in abstract at any rate. In de Morgan's and Sylvester's time it was not unusual for mathematicians even to engage professionally, to some extent, in statistical work on the actuarial side. They could perhaps still do much to diffuse economy of arithmetical effort, to guide statistical undertakings, now becoming prominent in many branches of knowledge, to concise and significant expression. For the magnitude of the statistics that present themselves in the meteorological and other domains too readily leads to contentment with laborious and unfruitful routine, inspired possibly in part by exaggerated fear of the .consequences of what is known as a break in the continuity of the record.t Progress might be assisted in all such departments, with benefits not all .on one side, by continuous and sympathetic scrutiny of the nature of the operations, and the scope and the degree of validity of the conclusions, and by interest in their improvement, on the part of modern analysts, to whom minute discussion of the nature and limitations of functional discontinuity in other aspects has become highly congenial. No apology is required for reviewing the practical side of the subject, in an elementary way, before the Mathematical Society, especially as a variation from the ipurely critical and negative attitude on such matters that is not unfamiliar .to us.
Analysis of a Restricted Range of the Disturbance : its Degree of
Precision.-If a graph of length L is under consideration, the usual method of extracting the part that repeats itself periodically in equal lengths A, is to cut the graph up into segments of this length, and superpose them by numerical addition or else mechanically : if there are enough segments, the resultant divided by the number of segments approximates to that periodic part of the whole which is sought. Analysis by the * Carried through by A. Schuster, Phil. Trans., 1899, pp. 467-518;  cf. also the posthumously published revision of the entire Gaussian representation by J. C. Adams, Collected Papers, Vol. II.
f The question deserves to be put explicitly, in the light of this discussion-What detriment is caused by a break in a meteorological or magnetic record, other than the absence of , observations for temporary comparison with those of other stations ?
Fourier series is then applicable to the part, periodic in length X, that is thus isolated, and can resolve it into a train of simple undulations and its harmonics. The amplitudes thus obtained are ordinates in the continuous periodogram of the original graph. In the use of an optical grating, which performs precisely this operation of superposition of equal reaches on trains of radiation, the periodic part thrown off in any direction thus includes, as terms in its Fourier series, elements of the spectra of the various orders; and thesa can be separated in space by a new optical resolution. It is easy to recognize that this double operation for rinding the ordinates in the periodogram of amplitudes is equivalent, except for the repetition* of the same periods in the different harmonic groups, to breaking up the Fourier integral process into two stages: by analysing into a series the mean sample of the graph, as regards each particular wave-length, it brings out one aspect of the relation of the Fourier series to the Fourier integral.
This procedure, which is exact for an infinite length of graph of restricted fluctuation, becomes very uncertain except in cases of special simplicity of structure, when the length L that is analysed is not large compared with X, the component wave-length we are looking for. This point is best elucidated by the converse operation : take a length L of the simple periodic function A cos (2TTX/X), the graph vanishing on both sides of that length, and find what the Fourier analysis will make of it. It will give a continuous range of periods with amplitudes falling off from the central wave-length X, on both sides, according to the simple diffraction law. The ordinate in the curve of amplitudes, at the point whose abscissa
The sharp wave-length X, that would belong to an infinite train, has been blurred into a range of wave-length, whose relative extent oX/X is of the order of magnitude XJL. By the use of a range L of material, we must not expect to isolate a component of wave-length X more closely than this, unless it stands out clear by itself. The very high peak in the curve of amplitudes that would represent a real permanent periodicity is here flattened down into a band with central ordinate of height ALjiirX, so that the areas concerned remain about equal. In other words, the degree of purity obtainable in the resolution of a limited range L of material, containing true periodic elements of wave-length around X, is given by oX/X = X/L : when pushed within differential ranges narrower
than this order of magnitude of <5A, the analysis produces only confused results.* . Thus if there were a permanent 11J year sunspot period, analysis of material for eighty years could only bring it out as some kind of band of simple periods extending substantially about f of a year on each side of the maximum. If the 11J year period is not permanent-and the analysis of Schuster has brought out the unexpected result that it does not show itself in the previous eighty years' records-the physical problem is reduced to the question why, among the transient periodic elements involved, those of this particular period have assumed such prominence for the range of time that shows it A But the eleven yearly fluctuations also appear, running parallel as regards phase, in many other physical phenomena, and are therefore probably deep-seated in the Sun : this suggests that they are dynamical, and if so they are probably a permanent phenomenon, composed of true periods. Two true periods, differing by some amount less than a year, of nearly equal amplitudes, and recently in concordant phases, would only imperfectly represent the case : alternatively, the amplitude of the simple undulation might be affected by a factor of other than circular type, which has been prominent in recent times. But more prolonged data are apparently needed for closer discussion on these lines. On a view of mere probability alone, it would seem that close periodic repetition seven or eight times is strong evidence of a permanent rather than an accidental cause. I As already stated, the ideal course as regards true permanent periodic terms of known astronomical periods is to eliminate them from the given graph, necessarily of limited extent, in some other manner, and apply the Fourier treatment only to the residue. Of a given' reach of this it will * This is only a rough illustrative statement. According to experiments by C. M. Sparrow on spectroscopic resolving power, "On Artificial Infinitely Sharp Doublets," Aslrophys. J., Sept. 1916, %*-jIi would more precisely represent the limit of practical resolution, which corresponds to the vanishing of the subsidiary maximum in the periodogram of intensity after it has assumed its limiting form, a point of inflexion: this value is usually employed in what follows.
f The very remarkable periodogram of Schuster (Phil. Trans., 1906 , reproduced in Prof. Sampson's tract on The Sun, p. 90) shows a nearly precise diffraction curve for the range 1825-1900, indicating an approximately pure period of 11J-years and little else : while for the previous 75 years, for which the data are more uncertain, the main feature is two very pronounced summits at about 9 and 14 years, both broader at the base than a single pure period would give. The further details are also suggestive. [A discussion '' On Permanent Periodicity in Sunspots," by N. Yamaga and the writer, on the lines of the views set out in the text, is in preparation.] $ A cognate question-given a range of material, and assuming the presence of one permanent simple period, to find its most probable value-has recently been treated by J. I. Craig, M. N. -B. Astron. Soc, 1916. provide a local representation, in a form amenable to mathematical and dynamical operations ; but it will be more widely significant only so far as different reaches give concordant results.
Here the other question arises: is it of much use to attempt a periodognim analysis when the total material on hand is only, say, a dozen times the length of the component periods that are sought ? A true permanent period would reveal itself from such restricted range merely as a band of some width, but its summit would be very near the right place : only when it is high and isolated would its shape give presumption of true rather than transient periodicity. In the case of two adjacent sharp periods the representations, thus widened, would overlap; and the problem of their interpretation would be not unlike that of the separation of two adjacent lines by a spectroscope of insufficient resolving power-the two problems would be the same were we not discussing amplitudes instead of energies. Two adjacent true periods of comparable amplitudes would show as a continuous range of periods, or, if they are very near, mainly as one false period half-way between them. It would seem that nothing but analysis of a greater range of the material could determine whether permanent sharp periods there occur, or merely a diffused and local periodicity which will gradually fade and disappear beyond that range.
In practice, subject to exceptions where there are only a few prominent summits, as in the sunspot case supra, it would usually be of no avail, with a limited range of material, to analyse more closely than a moderate fraction of the range 8\ which determines the purity as estimated above; and it is of no use to take the amplitude /(A) over that limit of range as other than constant at its mean value. We can, of course, analyse closer and separate Fourier elements of shorter range, and so more nearly approximating as regards their own graphs to permanent wave trains : but we cannot assert that they represent the material in hand any better.
The treatment of known true astronomical periods, where amplitudes and phases alone remain to be determined, is illustrated by the LaplaceKelvin analysis of the tides at a given port. If there is a permanent periodic component in the graph, say A cos { (TO+K) t-\-a\-, where•-*--k small and unknown, it will be brought out when the graph multiplied by cos mt is integrated by one of the mechanical integrating methods. The main term in the graph of the integral which the machine turns out is A/2K.cos (Kt-{-a) , which reveals both the amplitude and phase that were sought: there is the drawback that when K is small a long range is required to bring out its period.* But if as in tidal theory the period is Natural Badiation.-Ordinary light is a very complex conglomerate of transient elements, that may be each more or less periodic : it is compounded of pulses or short trains of waves, which might conceivably be all of a single type but probably vary in type according to some statistical law. The shortest segment of a ray of light that we can appreciate separately is of immense length, hundreds of miles at least: for the most rapid detector that can be used requires a sensible fraction of a second to produce its record. Thus only additive qualities can be recognized in light at all, such as energy; and also polarization when that type of regularity has been impressed all along the ray by reflection or otherwise. A great addition to the resources of physical analysis of light, one that has made Physical Optics a science, is obtained by splitting a ray into two halves, and sliding one along the other, thus producing effects of " interference" : this has regular features in that it occurs between the halves of split constituent pulses, all slid apart through the same distance. The utter and overwhelming impossibility of any sustained and therefore detectable interference between lights that have not a common source is patent.
If the light is made up of component trains of simple waves of length A, limited in length and irregularly distributed along the ray, interference will not vanish until the two halves into which each of the trains has been split are slid quite apart. It will reveal itself in a succession of light and darkness as the sliding is increased by each wave length of the train, making Lj\ alternations in all. In optical interference arrangements these alternations usually show simultaneously, spread out in a band transverse to the superposed rays.* suggested this type of procedure for the case of meteorological graphs. The integrating machine does not seem to have been found efficient. Moreover, in the light of this discussion, our comment would be that the true permanent periods can only be the already known astronomical ones, to be tested in succession.
* But if the superposed rays are passed through a spectroscope, the interference will be assisted to a range far beyond this limit. A channelled spectrum will be produced with alternations that become closer as the one ray is slid further along the other : when they have become so close as to disappear they will be restored by use of a spectroscope of higher dispersive But in thus following out in detail, by way of illustration, light made up of limited sequences of simple waves, we are restricted to amplitudes not energies : for the latter are only additive when the pulses do not permanently overlap. We might combine two overlapping pulses into a single one of more complex type : but that cannot be carried through either. Recourse must be had to Fourier. We can take a finite reach of the complex radiation, longer than the greatest range of interference that we contemplate employing, but at least some hundreds of the wave-lengths with which we are concerned, and analyse it into its Fourier integral. Each element of that integral is one of the set of Fourier pulses, if we may introduce that term, representative of that length of the radiation and of nothing beyond. We can reason about these pulses, which represent disturbances limited in length, on the previous lines. We can then proceed similarly with the next reach of the radiation. If such reaches, long compared with the order of wave-lengths, and unpolarized, give the same distribution of energy along the spectrum, they satisfy the only applicable test of identity. A reach of radiation is practically homogeneous when its parts thus give identical distributions of energy along their spectra. A reach could be homogeneous to sense, where hundreds or thousands of miles are the least of it that can be observed, which might be very far from homogeneous on a finer scale. In this way we arrive at an answer to the question as to the nature and limits of the irregularity inherent in natural radiation. It might even be constituted, so far as we can analyse it, of the irregular repetition of a single definite type of pulse : to determine this type (usually of few undulations and fading asymptotically) from the law of distribution of the energy along the spectrum, is a definite problem, which could be readily formulated in an integral equation if the pulses did not overlap.* Energy Curve of Natural Badiation: Asymptotic Features.-It is instructive for practical issues to inquire what would be the form of the power. The reason is that the instrument resolves the pulses into their Fourier constituent groups, which are each dispersed into shorter range as regards frequency and therefore into greater length of undulation, as the power is increased. Cf. p. 33 infra.
* See for an exposition of the general subject on different lines, giving some solved special examples, Kayleigh, Phil. Mag., Vol. 27, 1889 , pp. 460-9, Vol. 5, 1903 On the general discussion cf. " On the Constitution of Natural Radiation," Phil. Mag., Vol. 10, 1905, p. 574, and Vol. 11, 1906 . Also especially papers by Rayleigh, Phil. Mag., Vol. 10, 1905 , p. 401, Vol. 11, 1906 : and subsequent papers. Cf. also p. 39 infra. c 2 energy curve of the radiation if the constituent pulses were perfectly irregular, and it were thus devoid of any kind of statistical uniformity for however short a range of its length. Such complete absence of correlation along the ray implies that each linear element of the graph of the total radiation has no relation to any other element. Now for a single element of disturbance situated at the origin, represented by <p (x), the Fourier expansion, so far as regards wave-lengchs much longer than the element itself, is independent of all details of its form, being -cos mx dm, where A = I <f>(x)dz, so that A is the total area of the graph of the disturbance. Its law of energy, as given by integrated square of disturbance (cf. p. 24 infra) is
The energy is thus distributed according to the law \~2S\, as regards those wave-lengths which are of a higher order of length than the element; but the main part of it remains undetermined in lower wave-lengths.
We can infer only that the curve of energy of wholly uncorrelated disturbance tails off as 2A 2 \~2S\. But the facts for natural radiation correspond to a law of type \~*SX. This means that A must vanish, in other words that as regards area of its graph, the constituent pulse is as much negative as positive.
That property does, in fact, hold good for every mechanically propagated transverse disturbance <f>(x-ct). For, if (j>{x) denote displacement, the disturbance ifr(x) is equal to d<f>ldt, which is -cd<p/dx, so that [ \ff (x) dx is -c(<j>2-<p x ), and so is zero for the whole range from end to end.
It is also true for an ordinary electrically propagated pulse for a similar reason, by virtue of the Maxwellian equations: the exception is an electron suddenly projected, which sends out a positive spherical pulse into the sether, the .compensating negative one being sent out far behind when the electron is suddenly stopped, and the steady magnetic field of the moving charge, which is left behind it by the initial pulse, is thus abolished. The energy of the spectrum of the impulsive (non-vibratory) part of the Boentgen radiation, as distinct from the sustained wave trains in its spectrum characteristic of different sources, should thus tail off according to the law \~2S\ as X increases.
But for ordinary radiation the constituent pulses have a distribution of disturbance which integrated over their length is always zero. Now the Fourier expression for the limited graph c<f>'(x) is c [ X sin mx dm,
This is equal to -mA for constituents of undulation very long compared with the length of the graph, where
Thus the vibration in the pulse is -CTT'^A J m sin mx dm ; and its energy is
If the pulses do not overlap, the radiation of long period that passes per second is expressed by where B -"2 A 2 summed for all the pulses per unit length.* If ideas are fixed on transverse pulses travelling along a stretched cord of unlimited length, this formula will give the distribution of energy of very long wave-lengths, when the linear density of the cord i3 unity and A is the area enclosed between the pulse-form on the cord and the axis. The total energy of the pulse is while A = j y dx.
The pulse or wave-group in this case carries momentum equal to half the energy divided by c.+ If these pulses do overlap permanently, there is no resource but to take the shortest sample length of the radiation as a compound pulse: then A is the (residual) area of the undulatory graph which represents each Fourier element of it, and the same conclusion as regards components of very long period will be maintained.
In illustration, now extended to the complete spectrum instead of its long period constituents, radiation consisting of pulses having displacement of type <j>(x) = be~k x cos ax on the positive side of the origin, with its image on the negative side, thus of Roentgen type, may be considered.
The velocity in one of them analyses into [ M cos mx dm, and its total energy is E, where
Thus TrM 2 /E is expressed by a formula of type
and the distribution of energy in the spectrum of the radiation is represented exactly by J rftiro, which is
J
where E a> k is the total energy of one of the constituent groups. This may be elucidated graphically for the various simple cases that are contained in it: for the long component periods, m small, F is k 2
7T
We may recall that Lord Rayleigh, and Mr. Jeans, and others following them, have shown that the distribution of energy equipartitioned among the free vibratory modes of an enclosure follows the law of inverse fourth power of the wave-length, with a coefficient which agrees experimentally with the value for natural radiation. The full explanation of this very remarkable agreement, when it comes, will cover the circumstance that it holds good only for the, high periods of the enclosure, whereas it is the low periods of natural radiation that are represented by the corresponding formula. where m now represents ra 0 , the central frequency for the group. Writing t', equal to t-xjc, for t, the practical element of radiation is thus expressed as a train of travelling waves of constant period, with amplitude falling off on each side of its centre according to the simple diffraction law of type sin 6jO, where 6 = %A.mt', and so becoming negligible after a distance of the order 2TTC/A??I on each side. We have taken for Am the value %-irc/L, as roughly but sufficiently representing the circumstances; thus this gives a range of extent on the two sides about fL. The effective lengths of the practical elements of the integral, viz., of the Fourier groups into which it resolves the graph, are thus only slightly greater than the length of the original graph itself. No practical question can arise of resolving a given short length of the radiation into infinitely long trains of waves, a paradoxical mode of statement of the Fourier theory which seems to have puzzled even very high authorities.* To analyse sodium light within 10~2 of an angstrom unit (10~1 0 metres), at least three quarters of a million wave-lengths are needed (cf. p. 29), extending over about three decimetres of length. Prolonged radiation of white light can be represented in no other way than as an average of some kind of pulses or limited trains; these may be specified most simply as combined into Fourier groups, travelling on along the ray. This specification by discrete groups is the practical aspect of the limitation, that a graph cannot be expressible as a Fourier integral, unless its length is so short that the number of alternations in it that are important for the purpose in view is finite.
This choice of a Fourier group as the practical element of radiation is convenient because it retains its form unchanged after passage across dispersing media, provided the length of path is not excessive, as will appear immediately.
Energy of Travelling Group : Dispersive Medium.-An expression for the energy of a Fourier wave-group will naturally be required. The total energy of the group, half potential and half kinetic, is. therefore
As this is proportional to the range A»t of the group, the energies of groups having a common centre are additive even when they are within the same infinitesimal range of frequency.
In so far as groups of finitely different mean periods recover their identity after running through one another, they, of course, maintain their energies too. But while they are partly superposed, before they have run clear of each other, their energy must also be conserved. This requires that during their encounter, even in a non-dispersive medium, there is slight change of form, the aggregate disturbance not being the sum of the travelling individual groups : for the energy of the sum of two groups is the sum of their energies plus a mutual product term, which has to be got rid of.
Interference as regards energy between overlapping Fourier groups becomes observable only when they have the same mean period. The estimation of the mutual part of the energy of two such groups f(m), F(m) with their centres at distance b, involves going back to the structure of the group.
Transformation of Energy
Integrals.-This we can do by reverting to the more analytical type of procedure by which the distribution of the energy among the constituent groups was first determined by Lord Rayleigh. We take an arbitrary disturbance ^(f), which may for convenience be conceived as a travelling one emitted from a stationary vibrating source, so that V = t-xjc; it is restricted as regards range and number of fluctuations so as to be of the type expressible in terms of two continuous distributions of Fourier groups, of the two standard types, viz., symmetrical and anti-symmetrical with regard to their central points, in the form yf,(t') = j7i(ra) cos mt' dt'+\f 2 {m) sin mt'dt'. To prove this proposition: first consider the square of the cosine integral in the expression for ifr{t'), say ^( O , in the form
Breaking up the time* factor into a sum of cosines, we have, between any assigned limits of t',
As the fluctuation of the other parts is very rapid, the elements of the integral that contribute sensibly to the result are those for which TO'-TO is very small. This suggests transformation to a new variable m!-TO; or slightly better on account of symmetry, to the pair of variables 
m). Thus within limits -t' to -\-t' for t', which can be extended indefinitely, independent of the range of integration. A similar treatment applies to the sine part ^(f), of ^(f).
The part involving products of the two integrands in \fs(t') is
it vanishes, the integrand being of opposite signs on the two sides of the origin.
* The procedure of Rayleigh (Phil. Mag., Vol. 27, 1899; Scientific Papers, Vol. in, p. 273) was, following one of Stokes in a cognate analysis (which he had indeed previously noted, cf. Vol. in, pp. 82, 86, 97, as unnecessary, on grounds akin to the present), to introduce a slight attenuation factor e+f so as to make the integrals thoroughly convergent, and then change the order of integration. It is instructive to verify that a different factor e~a H " leads to the same value for the aggregate, but by a very different analysis, indicating different distribution of the elements of energy. The procedure above exhibits how it is that the energy of trains of waves that at first sight purport to be of infinite length, is really finite and local.
The theorem thus established is applicable only to the analysis of a limited range of a fluctuating graph, with zero values beyond the ends of that range: for the total number of fluctuations must in general remain finite. The test of the statistical homogeneity of the graph will then be that different ranges of it give energy periodograms with ordinates in the same ratio and proportional to the range that is analysed.
The superposition of two groups, identical or of common type, but one with its centre shifted a distance b along the axis from that of the other, produces " interference." The total energy is the sum of the separate energies, for the product term fluctuates along the axis, and represents only the succession of interferences. Two interfering groups of the first Fourier type aggregate, writing V for t-x/c, to yf,(t') = j/j -}/*('
G

Thus the product terms in \\{f(t')
2 dt' integrated over the range from to T 2 are
\ dt'\ dm'f 2 (m')\ dmf 1 (7?i) cos mt'
= i dmf-^iih on neglecting terms of very rapid fluctuation,
cos(p.t' -\-m' bjc)
b\ sin i/x(T, 2 -Ti)
7J ^T^
U when the integration is over the whole range from -QO to + oo in T, as the essential part of the fluctuating integral in /J. is the range, then infinitesimal, for which £,U(T2~TI) 1S of the order of TT.* The fluctuation of the local interference, represented by the sine factor under the integral, becomes more rapid as b increases.
When the two adjacent groups are identical, the range of fluctuation is twice the sum of the energies per unit length of the groups taken separately : in fact the total density of energy fluctuates from that of the sum to that of the difference of the disturbances.
The expression agrees in form with Schuster's result, Phil. Mag., June 1894, p. 533.
SIR JOSEPH LAEMOR [NOV. 2,
Energies of Groups must be regarded Atomically.*-A train of travelling disturbance has been resolved by analysis limited to a given length of the train, into a system of elementary Fourier wave-groups, of the symmetrical and antisymmetrical types, each of frequency-range Am, an order of magnitude specified and representing the degree of purity attainable in the analysis ; and the energies of such separate groups have been estimated. Each of these groups is itself bounded in length, not abruptly but fading away on both sides : each of them extends beyond the limits of the original disturbance of which it forms a component. The energy of each constituent group is thus made up of parts, some of which lie entirely beyond the bounds of the aggregate disturbance. In what sense can this be a true conception ? As regards amplitude and momentum there is no difficulty, because the superposition of elements can cancel out. But for energy this cannot happen, as each element is essentially positive: the group must in fact as regards energy be treated as an indivisible whole.
The energy in the wave-group has been found to be proportional to its range Am. We can imagine it divided mathematically into sub-groups Sm; each of these, being of shorter range of periods, is longer than the original one, so the same circumstance is involved, that each of them possesses energy beyond the sensible boundaries of the original, of which they form an equivalent. But the essential feature is that the aggregate of the energies is unaltered, as "ESni = Am. We are fully entitled to introduce into our analysis the aggregate energy of each group; for it is of definite amount and is distributable when the group is sub-divided. But in a statistical analysis of fortuitous undulatory disturbance into elementary groups as here defined, it is not allowable to introduce into the discussion the distribution of this energy along the group. The energy must come in atomically, so to speak, by group-aggregates alone; like the energy of a vortex ring in hydrodynamics, or of a travelling electron. It is only under this implied limitation that the fundamental relation in optics acquires a definite meaning, that the energies or intensities of superposed simple trains of radiation are additive: it is true only in aggregates, not in detail: whereas amplitudes and momenta are additive in minute detail along the rays.
Groups Disentangled by Dispersion.-We have recognised that a Fourier pulse advancing through a dispersive medium maintains for a long * For a treatment of the statistical dynamics of a field of natural radiation on these principles, see Proc. Boy. Soc., 83 A, 1909, pp. 82-95 , " On the Statistical and Thermodynamical Relations of Radiant Energy." time its form, which travels with the group-velocity 29 while the individual waves run ahead through this travelling configuration, with the greater velocity c = A/T, where X is wave-length and T is period, -increasing in amplitude as they advance from the rear and then fading away towards the front. A result is that after passing across a prism, if the line of maximum amplitude of wave crests is traced on the wavepattern, it has become oblique to the wave fronts, or lines of equal phase, which specify the individual crests and are thus now undulating in amplitude. The geometrical wave front or locus of constant phase is in fact determined by constancy of time of passage as regards the individual undulations: the actual disturbance has fallen behind it by a distance g(c -c')jc, where g is the thickness of the glass or other dispersive medium that has been traversed, measured along the ray considered. If A<7 is the difference of this thickness for the extreme rays of a parallel pencil which as it emerges is of breadth h, the line of maximum of crests makes with the line of phase, or of individual crests, an angle a, usually small in optical applications, such that ,
If a train of prisms is traversed, instead of only one, the right-hand side will be replaced by a summation over all of them : a Fourier pulse incident on the dispersing system with crests uniform in amplitude along the wave fronts, comes out with the maxima of the crests in echelon to the wave fronts at an angle a, as above.
Something not very different from what thus holds for a Fourier group may be anticipated to hold for a pulse consisting of an abruptly limited train of simple waves. For its analysis consists of Fourier pulses all ranging around its own period, which will thus all be treated nearly alike by the dispersive medium ; they may be expected to combine again much as before, and thus to emerge as a nearly similar limited train with amplitudes in echelon, of the same depth from front to rear as previously.* But there is a consideration which might seem to place a limit on this anticipation. Suppose the incident pulse is restricted to a single undulation, or even a non-undulatory displacement, as it can be for abrupt Roentgen pulses on the electric theory. We have recognised that the * Cf. Schuster, Phil. Mag., Vol. 37, 1S94, p. 529. The intuitive form into which he has thrown the explanation of the distinctive features of the Talbot bands in a spectrum, is a. beautiful illustration of these principles function of the prism is, not itself to disperse the incident travelling pulse consisting of a finite series of waves, but rather to prepare for spontaneous dispersion by throwing the lines of maximum displacement oblique to the fronts of the waves : the sorting of the disturbance, thus modified, into a fan of ordinary rays will follow spontaneously in the non-dispersive medium after emergence. But if an incident non-oscillatory sharp pulse could emerge as a pulse of the same sharp type, any distinction between phase front and disturbance front would disappear : such an emergent pulse must travel on unchanged at right angles to its front, so that there could be no dispersion. The paradox is avoided on reflecting that the analysis of a sharp non-oscillatory pulse involves prolonged Fourier groups spread over a wide range of periods, whereas the previous case of a finite simple train involved such groups over a very short range.* These descriptive matters have been put on more precise footing by the answer to the question : What type of pulse or limited train of waves, if any, preserves its form after passage across a dispersive system of prisms or a grating ? One answer, the most important but not the only one, is, as already indicated, that the Fourier wave-group, a very small but finite element of the Fourier integral, has this property. •where g is the group-retardation, which is proportional after emergence, for each ray to distance y measured up to it along the wave front. The central plane of the original Fourier group was determined as that front for which as origin the phase-angle a vanishes : it is a distance c'ajm in front of the origin to which the pulse has actually been referred in the formula. But in the pulse as emergent the centre is at a distance c'ajm -g in front of this origin, where $ varies along the front on account of difference of path in the dispersing medium. Thus it emerges as a new wave-group, of Fourier type in every respect except that it is sheared so as to make its line of centres oblique to the fronts of the waves by an angle a already determined. If radiation of given mean period is suddenly set free in a dispersive * The dispersive medium might however be such that groups of all periods have the same velocity : then the pulse would emerge as a sharp pulse but of amplitude undulating along it, as Schuster points out : cf. the discussion of these matters in his Optics, Ch. xiv. medium, and travels onwards with front nearly ahrupt, the front that is practically detectable will advance with the smaller velocity of its constituent Fourier groups. It is in fact the group that is the tangible entity, but its phase, which regulates interference with other groups, is determined by a velocity different from its own. Thus any method of measuring the velocity of light which operates on definite portions of the light and identifies them during their transmission must, as Lord Eayleigh pointed out, determine the velocity of the constituent groups, when the medium is dispersive. This is true equally* whether with Fizeau we trace the progress of some kind of interruption in the continuity of the light, or with Foucault we turn the light out of its course by repeated reflection from a revolving mirror, so that the altered deflection arising from the rotation can measure the time elapsing between the two incidences. In the latter case the influence of the motion of the mirror-as distinct from its instantaneous position when a constituent group of the radiation meets it-may be shown to be representable by assigning to the mirror a curvature corresponding in practice to a radius hundreds of miles long.
It is on the other hand true that, when one half of a split beam of light is delayed by opposing a film of dispersing substance such as glass or mica in its path, the interval of distance between the resulting bands of interference is determined by the difference of the phases, and these travel with the velocity of the single waves that advance through the group. But even here the prominent feature is the centre of the linear interference pattern, and that is in the position where the centres of the two halves of the Fourier groups, one transmitted through the film of glass and the other travelling alongside it, are coincident. The position of the centre is thus determined by the group-velocity in the dispersive film of glass. This argument by groups of waves is equivalent to the principle of Airy (1833) and Stokest (1850), applied more recently by Kelvin (1887) to wave-groups such as ship waves on water, that the centre of the interference system is at the place near which the difference of phases of the interfering trains is stationary. Interference will become obliterated when one half of the split wave-group is so much retarded by the glass that it does not any longer sensibly overlap the other half just after emergence ; that is (p. 29) when g(l-c'/c) exceeds the length within which the " For the history of this point, of. Rayleigh, Scientific Papers, Vol. I, p. 537. It may be noticed that for very long paths there will come a time when Amd' 2 »/d»» 3 on p. 24 supra cannot be any longer neglected compared with dnjdm, and the groups will ultimately cease to be permanent. t Cf. Eayleigh, " Wave Theory," Ency. Brit., 1888 ; Scientific Papers, Vol. in, p. 62 . It is now usually quoted as the principle of permanence of phase. group, as determined* by the smallest ranges AX for which wave-lengths are not confused by the apparatus, is of sensible intensity.
Groups at the front of a train cannot possibly advance into a quiescent medium faster than disturbance of their wave-length is transmissible through the medium. But within an established field of undulation, any velocities may occur: in illustration, if two travelling ridges or solitary waves on water cross each other at a small angle, the front will be raised at the place of crossing, and on a flat sea-beach this hump may be observed in shallow water to sweep along the front at surprising speed.
We have noted that a wave-group or finite train of waves, advancing in echelon as regards loci of maximum disturbance, and therefore with amplitude undulatory along each front, will disperse itself spontaneously into regular trains of simple waves even in a non-dispersive medium, each complex ray spreading out into a narrow fan of simple rays of wavelengths extending over the range corresponding to the Fourier analysis of the train. As the rays of the fan, initially overlapping, begin to disentangle themselves at greater distance, the purity and therefoi'e the depth of the wave-group will increase, tending towards a limit equal to the original number of wave-lengths plus an additional number adjoined by the dispersing apparatus. The latter number is of the same order as the number of lines in the equivalent grating, viz., the one which would produce the same angle of echelon a and the same breadth b of emerging front. These additional undulations are not created by the dispersing apparatus, but are a measure of the degree of definiteness (or purity) with which it reflects the constituents (Am) of the pulse that are determined by the Fourier mathematical theorem. They are thus evolved from the homogeneity of the disturbance along the ray.
In fact for a grating of N lines b tan a is equal to Nn\ for the n-th order spectrum, while the angle of the diffraction r is connected with the angle of incidence by the relation cos r tan a = sin r-sine. This is in exact parallel with emergence from a prismatic system ; in each case the emergent pulse, before it has become dispersed into the rays of a spectrum, will have fronts with amplitude undulatory along them. Such an undulating front of periodic disturbance, fixed in space, and sustained for a number of periods by the undulations advancing up to it from behind, has itself the properties of the equidistant spaces of a grating, and this is the root of the correspondence of function between prism and grating.* The grating will repeat the group N times, spread along a length NnX in the n^th order, involving a number of undulations in the wave front that varies as Nn. Thus the prismatic system will add a number comparable with Nn to the original number of undulations in the group or pulse, where N is given by , T . , .
where tan a = -j-(l ) as above ;
so that Nn = -1 . XV c I Influence of Molecular Structure on Transmission.-This limitation of resolving power does not connote any optical imperfection in the material of the prism or grating : it is conditioned solely by breadth of the beam of light. A prism of very small angle would, if infinitely broad, admit of infinite magnification, by microscopic aid, without confusion, of the very short spectrum it produces : thei'e would be no limit to its resolving power. This is illustrated by the objective prisms of small angle used on front of the object glasses of large telescopes: by Lord Bayleigh's principle, it is the thickness of the prism at its base* and not the magnitude of its angle that determines the amount of detail that can be brought out in the spectra of the stars in the field of vision of the telescope to which it is attached.
But a different question arises. Is there any inferior limit to the range AX of an incident Fourier pulse, if it is to pass through the material of the prism without being confused into an aggregate of wider range ? It must be the permanence, and constancy of period, of the assisting molecular vibrations in the prism that ensures regular dispersion, just as it is the constancy of the interval between the rulings on a grating : if such uniformity of repetition is restricted say to a succession of N vibrations on an average, one cannot expect purity of propagation within narrower limits than a range AX of order given by AX/X = 4:/SNA .In the case of a gaseous medium of propagation, whose molecules are in constant motion with velocity of order v, the Fizeau-Doppler effect must come in to limit the definiteness of period of the waves from the excited molecules which • Determining as above the total distance by which the plane of disturbance is thrown back, owing to its obliquity, from a plane of phase that coincides with it at one side of the beam : the essential circumstances being in fact directly exemplified on an enlarged scale in the Michelson echelon grating. It is at bottom the same thing whether, following Bayleigh's original procedure (cf. Sci. Papers, Vol. in, p. 106), we derive the principle from geometrical optics on the basis of the mathematically equivalent aggregate of simple wave-trains each with its own velocity depending upon wave-lengths, or as above evoke the direct correspondence be-. tween a prism and a grating on the basis of the actual wave-group with its two relevant velocities.
t Thus the analysis, in actual practice, of spectra within 10~2 of an Angstrom, pushes N, the number in a sequence of the molecular vibrations, up to the order of a million. SEE. 2. VOL. 16. NO. 1281. D take part in the propagation, roughly to an extent AX/A = vjc. For a transmitting gas the same limit to the purity of the radiation is thus imposed by the participation of the sympathetically vibrating molecules, as has been recognised for a radiating gas owing to the varying lengths of the waves from the moving molecular sources. The maximum range of interference determined by Fabry, Perot, and Buisson for a complete spectrum line is substantially in accord with the formula of Lord Eayleigh for the Fizeau-Doppler cause alone. Thus there appears to be no room for the other type of cause, limited lengths of the trains; though its influence would probably be greater than the minimum breadth of line that' is observed, if we assumed that each encounter between molecules deranged trains of radiation that were being emitted from them. We must infer, apparently, that either the molecules of the gas are not rotated in their mutual encounters, or else rotation does not affect the orientation of their field of radiation. This view is enforced further by Lord Rayleigh's remark that if the molecular energy were distributed equally between translatory and rotatory modes, the latter should introduce a defect of purity much in excess of the translatory effect.* The circumstance comes to mind in connection herewith, that the constitution of the aether may in a sense inhibit rotational displacement, if for example the magnetic force were taken to represent in some way a velocity. The sharpness of the Zeeman subdivision of spectral lines seems to demand an explanation of the same kind, that the molecule must somehow be isotropic as regards vibration ; anyhow it must persist unchanged when the molecule rotates so to speak beneath it.t Molecular Scattering of Radiation.-When a Fourier wave-group passes through a material medium, the molecular vibrators receive no sudden shock,.for the amplitude of the disturbance rises gradually along the group : their sympathetic vibration is gently established in step with the exciting disturbance, and as gently dies away. No free vibrations are excited, such as would arise from abrupt initial circumstances : thus no fluorescence is to be anticipated, unless chemical bonds are snapped, though, when the incident radiation is compound, the elements of it near the molecular periods are selectively scattered. Here the results obtained by R. W. Wood, on scattering and fluorescence from metallic vapours, should form a clue : incident light adjacent to one of the molecular periods {i.e., incident Fourier wave-groups of that period) is found to produce a • Eeferenoe should be made to Eayleigh, " On the Widening of Spectrum Lines" (Phil. Mag., Vol. 29,1915, pp. 274-284) , summing up critically the previous work of himself and others, f Of. Phil. Mag., Dec. 1897; either and Matter, Appendix F. scattered beam consisting of that period and also a series of others of equidistant frequencies, whose common difference is probably the index of a structural orbital periodicity in the source. At first sight the concordance of phase of the secondary molecular wavelets emitted along the front, above described, would appear to cancel them out as regards aggregate scattered amplitude, and so vitiate the Eayleigh formula for the intensity of the blue of the sky, from which inferences so striking have recently been drawn. For a random distribution of molecules very closed packed is very nearly a uniform one: and the phases of the wavelets scattered from them are nearly uniformly spaced. But so long as it is random, the most probable value of the total energy of the scattered wavelets is obtained by summation of the energies that would attach to them separately : which means that over any appreciable time the actual scattered energy is thus obtained, by simple addition. This fundamental, in fact crucial, point has been brought out by Lord Rayleigh in various connexions: cf. Proc. London Math. Soc, 1871, in Sci. Papers, Vol. i, p. 76; Ency. Brit., 1888, "Wave Theory," §4, in Sci. Papers, Vol. in, p. 52 ; Theory of Sound, Vol. n, ed. 2, § 42a. The randomness of phase which is necessary to the validity of the formula for radiation scattered by a gas, would thus include and in fact be derived from the random distribution of the molecules and resulting fluctuation in density--though the opposite has recently been urged, notwithstanding discrepancy from observation. Near the critical point of a gas the randomness fails to be adequate on a large scale, on account of local sensitiveness to slight change of pressure and consequent sluggish recovery; and this is indicated by the nickering opalescence that appears. Again in the nearly regular molecular spacing of a crystal the randomness will be only partial, with increased transparency as a result, as has been remarked recently by Lorentz.
Abrupt Pulse in Dispersive Medium.-Even when we contemplate an extremely narrow travelling disturbance, uniform all over its plane, resolution can be made into Fourier groups, each travelling with its own groupvelocity when dispersive quality is present. After a short interval of time from the origination of the disturbance, the groups will have separated but slightly; thus they will when combined re-form the initial narrow disturbance, which will so far be propagated with their mean velocity without much spreading. But the groups will in time become separated, which means that the aggregate disturbance will broaden out as it travels. After a long time the groups will have separated practically completely; and the disturbance, originally a sharp pulse, will then pass D 2 a specified point as a succession of simple waves, with lengths gradually changing. Strictly indeed, according to this synthesis, a disturbance would be felt at all distances immediately on its origination, though exceeding slightly : but this can only be because the averaged circumstances represented by the differential equation do not faithfully represent such minute detail. This analysis would seem to include the fate of a sharp pulse incident directly on the plane face of the dispersive medium from outside. Part of the pulse is transmitted into the medium, where it gradually spreads out as above, as it travels onward. The only question is whether, if the breadth of the pulse is of the order of molecular coarseness of the medium -if for example it belongs to the impulsive part of the Roentgen radiation -the averaged analysis sufficiently represents the initial abrupt stage : if it does not, part of the pulse is dissipated on incidence by shock among the surface molecules, and the rest travels on as here described.* It is not surprising that larger or more massive molecules scatter it more effectively.
But the case would seem to be different for a narrow pulse permanently maintained in such manner that it is constrained to travel through the dispersive medium at assigned constant speed. The analogy of the standing surface waves on a stream of water flowing over a submerged obstacle is here in point, the relative motion being the same as if it were the obstacle that travelled in stagnant water. This regular train of free waves will begin to be established as soon as the obstacle is started: the length of the waves will be that corresponding to a wave-velocity that just keeps pace with the obstacle : but their rear boundary will advance with the slower group velocity, t They illustrate forcibly the principle that by virtue of sustained periodic quality in space (grating) or in time (molecular vibrators or elastic periods) a structure can resolve an abrupt disturbance which traverses it into its component Fourier trains separated into different directions in space.
This discussion on practical harmonic analysis, rather desultory owing to the circumstances of this troubled time, must now terminate. It will have been observed that the original materials as regards most of the questions that have been submitted to review have been drawn from the writings of * This agrees more closely with Lord Rayleigh's view of the Roentgen pulse radiation (Phil. Mag., Vol. 11, 1906, p. 123; Sci. Papers, Vol. v, p. 280 ) than one which I had previously expressed (Phil. Mag., Vol. 10, 1905, p. 574) .
| Of. Lord Rayleigh, Phil. Mag., Vol. 10, 1905, p. 406; Set. Papers, Vol. v, p. 274. Lord Kayleigh : while as regards the recent practice of the Fourier harmonic analysis, as applied to statistical material, we have been chiefly indebted to the papers of Prof. Schuster. An attempt has been made on revision to indicate these sources by insertion of footnotes: but doubtless there are still omissions. The tendency of recent abstract analysis on related matters has been to explore the general qualities of the various types of infinite assemblages, rather than to determine the quantitative relations of average or mean which offer themselves for the purposes of physical theory, when the material is too complex for study in detail. The whole subject is so fundamental for modern physical science that a critical survey of what we can expect to achieve in practice, even though it be disputable in parts, may not be unwelcome.
Added March 3rd, 1917.
(a) Effect of Error in Trial Period.-In extracting the periodic part F(x) of period h from a graph by the process of reduplication (p. 14), which amounts to wrapping it around a cylinder whose circumference is h and taking the mean of the convolutions, the question arises, what will be the effect of an error in estimating the value of the period h ? If a trial period h-\-a is employed instead of the true period h, the mean of the n convolutions is as regards this periodic part F(x), thus equal to F(x-{-h), one n-th of +n-l. a).
As a is small, this sum is approximately
Thus the ordinate at x found from the erroneous value for the period is, when n is large, the mean of the ordinates of the true periodic part F{x) taken over a range na, on the positive side of x when a is positive. Now this true periodic part may be presumed to be -a smooth curve : thus if na is small compared with the period h, the small error a in the trial period will not sensibly affect the form of the periodic part that is derived by means of it. The amplitude of the undulations is thus a maximum for the true period, falling away on each side of it. This principle can receive application, for example, in the discussion of the records of sun spots. is seen to be constituted of two simple centred groups, one symmetrical on the two sides of the origin of t', the other antisymmetrical. Each of them is limited, and therefore so is every Fourier group, fading away on both sides with increasing distance from the centre-provided the amplitude /(TO) and the phase a do not change very substantially within the range Am. In a dispersive medium, the velocity c depends on TO, and the group advances through its undulations with a velocity of its own, but subject to ultimate degradation. However great be the range in TO, the group, though in a dispersive medium it is continually changing its form, is always limited in extent, in so far as /(TO) and a change only gradually with TO : for it is then made up of Fourier unchanging groups for each of which this holds good.
(c) It is worth while, pursuing further the remark on p. 12 supra, to combine two groups, of the same finite range of period, with centres at distance a apart, into a single Fourier integral. Thus f , . . . M . . , . f , . . / ., a . \ ,
where the amplitude F(m) and phase a t +l3 are determined by
The " energy" of the total disturbance is expressible by
The total energies of the components are thus additive, except for thellast term, which expresses the interference between the two:"groups."lThat term diminishes, substantially and without limit, owing to increased fluctuation of the integrand, as a increases. A similar analysis holds for two wave-groups approaching each other, except that t-x/c and t-\-x/c are both involved. As they get nearer, the total kinetic energy alters ; and if this were all, the waves would have to undergo temporary change of form, to be annulled when they recede after crossing. But, in the case of crossing undulations all propagated with constant velocity, e.g. on a cord, it is easy to see that there is a compensating change in the potential energy. Interference of crossing linear waves thus consists, not in gain or loss of total energy, or in redistribution, but in upsets of the balance at each place between the potential and kinetic energies : in the diverging waves of optics it consists usually of redistribution of the total energy over the region that they occupy.
(d) Thus when for example two similar limited wave-groups of complex type, at some distance apart, such as would occur in the Fourier integral expressions for two similar functions of limited range, are combined into one Fourier expression, the mean curve of the resulting periodogram of amplitude is obtained by summation, independently of what the distance apart of the constituents may be : but this mean curve is affected by large superposed fluctuations which become narrower and closer without limit as the two constituents get further apart. The energies are wholly additive unless the distance apart is small. This progress towards dissolution of the graphical continuity which is essential to physical analysis may be compared with a cognate case : the periodogram representing a finite reach of a graph of radiation (repeated however without limit) consists of equidistant abrupt peaks which, around any assigned wave-length, increase in number and so crowd together as the length of the graph increases, finally merging in a sense with the continuous distribution belonging to the Fourier integral. For a thorough discussion of natural radiant disturbance neither of these transitions to a limit carries the requisite degree of validity: it seems to be necessary to proceed by statistical survey, after the manner of gas-theory, of the actual limited wave-groups that make up the radiation.
(e) A periodogram representing an aggregation of disturbances with interrupted periods is made up of superposed constituents, as regards which some general statements can be made. As regards amplitude the constituent belonging to a limited simple wave train has its maximum ordinate proportional to the length of the train, and its dimensions in breadth inversely proportional: its area is independent of the length of the train, but is more flattened out for short trains. As regards periodograms of the energies of the component trains, which are the important ones because they are additive without reference to phase, the maximum ordinate increases as the square of the length of the train (with breadth narrowing as the length itself) and thus much more rapidly than the energy of the train; while the area is proportional to the length. Long component trains of small total energy give more conspicuous peaks than short trains of greater energjr: a narrow peak shooting up in the aggregate periodogram thus implies constituent trains of considerable length, but if our analysis is not close it will appear flattened and broadened. Disturbances devoid of periodicity in their constituent parts give rise to flat types of periodogram, without prominent summits.
if) A Roentgen pulse, however abrupt and narrow, is expressible as a system of Fourier wave-groups, of limited lengths, travelling together. Each of these groups, since it comes on and leaves gradually, is reflected by a crystal in its own proper direction without initial scattering or sudden disturbance : the sharp pulse is thus spread out by the laminar crystalline reflection into the now well known spectrum of regular wave-groups. But this spectrum will be of continuous type, without sharp maxima, if the incident pulse is aperiodic. The selective spectrum of the periodic rays, that arise probably from the volume-vibration of the aether residing in and around the atom of the source, is superposed on this continuous spectrum of the abrupt pulses sent out from the impacts. In the absence of crystalline regularity in the reflector all the waves will be scattered, broken up and lost, inside it.
It is the regularity of spacing that turns back the Roentgen rays: it is the periodicity of the forced molecular vibrations that are excited that refracts and spreads out into a spectrum a pulse of ordinary light.
In both cases each constituent wave-group comes on gradually : so no initial time of preparation is required for the concomitant molecular vibrations to get into regular swing, nor any final time of relaxation, as I had at one time asserted, following Stokes and in opposition to Rayleigh (Phil. Mag., Vol. xr, 1906, p. 123; Sci. Papers, Vol. v, p. 279) . Fluorescence would have to differ in kind from scattering, being of the nature of storage and transformation in a complex aggregate system, with release conditioned perhaps by structural change.
(g) For every finite function that is integrable-and for this type alone the Fourier operations have a meaning-e.g. for every function o " limited total fluctuation," it is now formally established (cf. Hobson, Real Variable, § 472) that, whether its Fourier constituents form a series convergent in the necessary minute details or not, their " energies " do always form a convergent sum, and so may claim to represent in detail the energy of the distribution specified by the function analysed. As regards energy then, it would appear that every distribution of disturbance of "integrable" type, without exception, is analysable by the Fourier procedure : and it is thus not surprising that the energy is the one thing with which the corresponding optical analysis of the complex natural radiation can deal.
The mutual " energy " theorem, supra, p. {h) The remark originated, apparently, long ago, with Sir John Herschel that the process of finding the coefficients in the representation of a function f{x) between limits a and b by a series S n , of Fourier type with the proper periods, is the same as the process of adjusting to a minimum the aggregate of mean squares of the errora or residues, represented by , & \f(x)-S n \ 2 dx.
Ja
It is now formally established, without any limitation on the type of finite " integrable " function that is concerned, that as the number of terms n increases, this minimum mean square always approaches zero: that is, though the residue of the series itself may not become insignificant as regards form and fluctuation, as the number of terms is increased, yet the " energy " belonging to the residue does tend to vanish. Again, if the summation of the " energies " of the separate terms of a Fourier series is convergent, it is established (Fischer-Riesz)t that the function represented by the series is " integrable" without limitation, viz., is " completely determined save at an arbitrary set of points of measure zero." Cf. the recent summary by van Vleck, Bulletin Amer. Math. Soc, Vol. xxm, p. 12. The functions representing any kind of natural disturbance, such as radiation, must thus be " integrable," otherwise in the physical analysis energy will run off into the higher periods without limit. For present purposes these abstract theorems, though probably operative in a wider region of their own, do not seem to extend or modify the accepted physical ideas.
